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Welcome to the Parliament of Western Australia.
Hi my name’s Rodney; I
represent the Black Rod,
which is the symbol for
the Legislative Council
in the Parliament of
Western Australia.

Hi my name’s Macey and
I represent the Mace,
which is the symbol of
the Legislative Assembly
in the Parliament of
Western Australia.

©

©

Together we represent the two houses of our
Parliament, which is known as a bicameral
system, which simply means two houses.

©

©
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The Legislative Council

The Legislative Council is also

known as the Upper House and this
is where 36 members work.

One of their jobs is to look at ideas,
(called bills) that have been sent

from the Legislative Assembly to see
if they can improve them.

Click on the logo to view the
Legislative Council webpage.
©
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The Legislative Assembly

The Legislative Assembly is also

known as the Lower House and this
is where most of the ideas (bills)

about making new laws come from.
It is in the Legislative Assembly;
where the Premier works. For a

political party to win government,
they must win a majority of the
59 seats in this house.

Click on the logo to view the
©

Legislative Assembly webpage.
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By being informed about how Parliament
works, you will begin to understand how
the political and legal systems affect

your life. You will also gain an insight into
how members of Parliament are working
to represent you and your community.

©

It is through both of these houses that your

Parliament of Western Australia turns ideas into laws
that affect almost every part of your daily life.

©

But how does it work?

Where does it fit within Australia’s three

levels of government and how does it make laws?

Join us on a journey of parliamentary discovery, where
you will find out the answers to all of these questions.

55

Three levels of government
Your suburb probably feels
large but your state of
Western Australia is huge
and your country of
Australia is even bigger!
Imagine all of the laws it takes
to look after your suburb,
your state and your country.

©

We need so many laws in fact,
that as citizens of Western
Australia, we have three levels
of government to look after all
of these laws.

©

The third level of government which makes laws just in your local area is
called local government. Local governments are responsible for making sure
your rubbish bins are emptied from your homes and local parks are
available and able to be used by all and that you and your neighbours’
pets are controlled properly. Basically local government looks after all
of those issues that affect your local community on a day-to-day basis.
The second level is State Parliament, which has responsibility for any laws
within Western Australia that are not covered by the Australian Constitution.
The Parliament of Western Australia for example can pass laws on hospitals,
schools and any other services that are not the sole responsibility of
the Federal Parliament.
Finally the first level is the Federal Parliament, which passes laws relating
to the entire country of Australia, such as defence and immigration.
In some cases, both the State and Federal Parliaments may have the
power to make laws over the same issue.
When this occurs, it is referred to as concurrent powers; however if there is
disagreement between each, Federal law has the greater authority.

6

Three levels of government
Look at responsibilities and type them into the correct boxes below

Federal

State

Local
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Class Activity
P eople making decisions that

A ffect us all by turning ideas into
R ules that can be

L egislated to help make
I mprovements through

A greement and debate by

M embers of parliament who
E xpress their views about

N ew bills that get discussed by

©

T wo houses

©

Fill in the following acrostic poem
_ egislation is the process of turning a bill into an
_ ct of Parliament that can be enforced throughout the state of
_estern

_ ustralia.

P _ _ _ _ e who
R _ _ _ _ _ _ _ t an
E _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ e are called
M _ _ _ _ _ s of parliament and they play an
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ t role in reflecting the needs of their
E _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l districts or
R _ _ _ _ _ ns

8

As mentioned the Parliament of Western Australia
is a bicameral system, meaning two houses.
When we talk about houses they are not like your home but big rooms
or chambers where the members of parliament sit and make decisions.
The Legislative Council generally doesn’t make laws; its main job is to
improve any new laws that the Legislative Assembly is trying to make.
Therefore, for an idea to become a law it needs to be approved by a
majority of members in both houses.
©

Every four years, Western Australian citizens over the age of eighteen
get to vote on who gets to sit in each of these houses.
It is a bit like your school council, where you get to vote on which class
mate you would like to represent you. It doesn’t matter where you live;
every citizen of Western Australia has seven members of parliament who
represent them. Six in the Legislative Council, who are called Members
of the Legislative Council (MLC) and one in the Legislative Assembly who
is called a Member of the Legislative Assembly (MLA). MLCs represent
the electoral region in which your town or suburb is located, whilst MLAs
represent the electoral district in which your town or suburb is located.

The two main jobs of your local members are to firstly
represent all of the citizens within their electorate and
secondly, help make laws that benefit all of Western Australia.
They do this by sitting in either house of Parliament and
debating new laws, changing existing laws and helping
people in the community who live in their own electorates.

©
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Class Activity

Now let’s meet some of Your MPs!
Find out what Electoral district and Electoral region you live in!
1.

Go to www.elections.wa.gov.au/electorates

2.

Click on “Find Your Electorate”. Once you have entered your post code,
your electoral district and region will appear.

3.

Use this information and the Parliament website to complete the
Members of Parliament profiles.
I live in the electoral region of 							
One of my MPs in the Legislative Council is
		

		

							

My MP is a member of the ______________ party.
My MP is
©

		in government
		in opposition

I live in the electoral district of 							
My MP in the Legislative Assembly is 		 				
My MP is a member of the ______________ party.
My MP is
		in government
©

		in opposition
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Why it’s cool
to have a rule
All the kids in all the schools right across our state
Let’s be glad and thankful that rules are our good mate
Rules are in the classroom and on the sporting ground
Wherever we find safety we know rules are around
Rules can help us study, rules can help us play
Rules are made for all of us and all can have a say
Laws are a bit different, they are made by parliament
They start their lives as a Bill before gaining royal assent
This is where the governor, declares a bill an Act
The bill is now a proper law and that’s a legal fact
Rules are good to follow but laws we must obey
But if you don’t agree with them, you still can have your say
Write to your local member and tell them what you think
You have a right to have your say; it’s written there in ink
It’s called the constitution the law book of our land
Our instructions for democracy, our right to take a stand
So be an active citizen in how your class is run
Turning bills into laws can be a lot of fun
The bill is just your idea that you put to the whole class
If lots of students vote for it then surely it will pass

11
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Class Activity

‘A Class Act!’
1)

In pairs think of a bill that you would like to see become a ‘law’ or Act for
your classroom.

2)

When the teacher asks you, read your Bill out to the class.
(In Parliament we call this the First Reading).

3)

The class can then all vote on each bill and the one which gains the 		
most votes from your classmates will become the new class rule.

Congratulations you have
just passed legislation!
Legislation is a word that means
making a law by parliament.

©

Now that we have practised making our own laws, let’s look at how a
bill is made into law in the Parliament of Western Australia. Although we did
a ‘first reading’ in our class activity, in Parliament the bill is required to go
through a number of readings in both houses.

12
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Passage of legislation - Making a law
The bill is
usually drafted by the government

Begins in the

Begins in the

Legislative Assembly

Legislative Council

Legislative Assembly

Legislative Council

Introduction & First Reading

Introduction & First Reading

Second Reading
Consideration in detail stage

Bills made in one house
require the agreement of
the other.

Second Reading
Committee stage
Third Reading

Third Reading

Royal Assent

The bill then
becomes a law

13
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Passage of legislation - Making a law
The b___________ is
usually drafted by the G_______________

Begins in the

Begins in the

Legislative Council

________________________

Legislative

Legislative Assembly

&

Introduction & First Reading
Second Reading
Consideration in detail stage

Bills made in one house
require the agreement of
the other.

Reading
Reading
Committee stage

Third Reading

Reading

Royal _________________

The ________ then
becomes a _________
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©

Congratulations
©

you have just learnt :

• how your Parliament of Western Australia works;
•

what the three levels of government are within Australia; and

•

how laws are made.
Now see Rodney and Macey come to life!

Click on Rodney

Click on Macey
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